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RARE NATURAL FANCY YELLOW-GREEN DIAMOND EARRINGS  

AND NATURAL FANCY VIVID YELLOW-ORANGE DIAMOND RING UNVEILED 

 

New York, N.Y., November 1, 2017…Two rare Fancy Color Diamond offerings from The 

One and Only One are available by appointment at selected fine jewelers, just in time for 

the holiday season. A pair of superbly matched Pear-shaped Fancy Yellow-Green diamonds 

with a combined weight of over 6 carats star in spectacular drop-style earrings. A 1.82-carat 

Oval-cut Fancy Vivid Yellow-Orange diamond takes center stage in an exquisite 3-stone 

ring. The natural color diamonds from The One and Only One are certified by the 

Gemological Institute of America (GIA). Prices are available upon request. 

 

Fancy Yellow-Green Diamond Earrings 

 

“One green diamond over 3 carats is a rarity, finding 

two matched Pear-shaped greens of this size is 

beyond rare,” said Joe Padulo, CEO of Padulo Privé 

and a consultant to high-end jewelers. 

“Complemented by pink diamonds and white 

diamond “leaves” of Pear and Marquise stones, 

these magnificent green diamonds are the ultimate 

holiday gift.” 
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Fancy Vivid Yellow-Orange 

Diamond Ring 

“Pure orange diamonds are 

exceptionally rare, so rare that only 

one important Fancy Vivid Orange 

diamond has come to auction in the 

past five years,” said Padulo. “The 

1.82-carat Fancy Yellow-Orange Oval 

is a luscious tangerine color, flanked 

by white diamonds in a classic 3-stone 

design.” 

 

For Collectors, Investors and Connoisseurs 

Demand for natural color diamonds has soared in the last decade. Their popularity as an 

alternative asset class is well documented in the financial press, and by record-breaking 

sales at leading auction houses. 

                                                   

“The collector demand for colored diamonds has never been higher,” said Jill Burgum, 

Senior Director of Jewelry at Heritage Auctions. “We didn’t see just one or two bidders 

pursue these special gemstones. We saw several bidders competing for the best of the 

best.”* 

 

To Make an Appointment 

For a limited time, The One and Only One Fancy Yellow-Green Diamond Earrings and 

Fancy Vivid Yellow-Orange Diamond Ring will be available at pre-auction prices. To arrange 

a private appointment, please visit theoneandonlyone.com. 

 

*”Fine Jewelry Surpasses $5.1 Million at Heritage Auctions” Media Release, September 28, 2017 
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